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Plenary  

 

Covid 19 in Slovenia 
 

Bojana Beović – University of Ljubljana Faculty for Medicine, Ljubljana, Slovenia  
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Plenary  

 

Local Antimicrobial Delivery Systems for Treatment of Bone and Implant 
Infection: Innovative Solutions in the Era of Microbial Resistance and 

Persistence 
 

Andrej Trampuž, Charité – University Hospital Berlin, Germany 

 
Introduction: Bone and implant infections are increasing as the number of medical devices are 

implanted is rising. These infections are difficult to treat as biofilms are formed on the implant surfaces. 

Systemic antibiotics have limitations in terms of resistance, systemic toxicity and insufficient local 

concentrations. In recent years various antimicrobial delivery systems were developed, optimized, and 

used in the clinical settings. 

Methods & Results: In this presentation an overview of.resorbable and non-resorbable materials and 

delivery systems will be reviewed from the clinical perspective. Scientific evidence, clinical indications, 

contra-indications, advantages, and disadvantages will be critically discussed, including antibiotics, 

antifungals and bacteriophages. In addition, surface modifications and functionalization will be 

presented. 

Discussion: The outlook and potential future innovative solution will be reviewed. We expect that 
different local antimicrobial delivery systems will be further developed and several of them introduced 
in the clinical routine, particularly in the case of multidrug-resistant microorganisms and biofilms. 
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The Orthopedic Service in UMC Ljubljana during COVID-19 pandemic   
 

Aljaž Merčun, Oskar Zupanc, Rok Vengust, Drago Dolinar, Boštjan Kocjančič  

Dept. for Orthopaedic Surgery, UMC Ljubljana, Slovenia Faculty of Medicine, University of Ljubljana, 
Slovenia 

 
 
 

COVID -19 Pandemic was an enormous burden on a public health system. In order to provide sufficient 

capacity for patients, the Orthopedic clinic, UMC Ljubljana was temporarily closed and designated for 

the treatment of SARS-CoV-2 patients.  

The department was scattered over different locations, three different consecutive ward locations were 

provided, which caused various difficulties and problems with logistics, patient care, the equipment, 

operating room setup and appliances, instrumentation, physiotherapy and staff.  

Every aspect of the work had to be changed or adapted to the new environment, which made it 

exceedingly difficult to ensure adequate care for the patients.  
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Modular neck fractures in Ti6Al4V bi-modular femoral stems after primary 
total hip Arthroplasty  

 
Samo K. Fokter1, Nenad Gubeljak2, Jan Zajc3, Andrej Moličnik1 

1Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, University Medical Centre, Maribor, Slovenia 
2Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Maribor, Maribor, Slovenia 

3Faculty of Medicine, University of Maribor, Maribor, Slovenia 
 

Introduction: Titanium alloys have been proven as one of the most suitable materials for orthopaedic 

implants. Bi-modular stems were introduced in primary total hip arthroplasty (THA) to enable better 

control of the femoral offset, leg length, and hip stability. This study highlights the reasons for 

catastrophic failures of modular necks in the tissue environment (Fig. 1). 

 

  
 
Fig. 1. Fracture of the modular femoral 
neck in otherwise stable total hip 
arthroplasty 3 years after implantation 

 

 

Fig. 2. Finite element model showing bending stress  at 
modular femoral neck when patient stumbled. 

                                       

Methods: A finite element model was made for presenting implant stress in different patient scenarios 

where the same type of stem-neck fixation was used (conical elliptical Morse taper). The model was 

made as a 3D solid body with deformable finite elements and was subjected to a bending moment that 

corresponded to the weight of the patient during normal walking cycle, when forces of 3-times body 

weight appear. Additionally, the model was applied to the bending moment when patients stumble 

and peak hip resultant joint forces reach up to 8-times body weight. 

Results: Finite element analysis has shown that maximum stress fields occur at the junction between 

the femoral stem and the modular neck. The maximum opening stress appeared at the neck’s reduction 

area at the cranial side (Fig. 2). It is the zone where fatigue crack was initiated and the final fracture 

appeared. Such stress level, which is proportional to the force value, is enough that in a corrosion 

environment under fretting, a small fatigue crack is initiated.  

Discussion: Even though bi-modular stems have not shown any clinical benefits for the patients and 

have been associated with worse results regarding durability than monoblock stems, some designs are 

still marketed worldwide. Orthopaedic surgeons should use Ti6Al4V bi-modular stem designs for primary 

THA for special indications only. 
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Fracture of a Modular Femoral Neck after Total Hip Arthroplasty:  Comparison 
of Two Different Stem-Neck Alloys  

 
 Drago Dolinar125, Miro Gorenšek3, Boštjan Kocjančič1,5, Matjaž Godec, Borut Žužek, Monika Jenko2,4 

1Department for Orthopeadic Surgery, UMC Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2 MD-RI Institute for Materials Research in 
Medicine, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 3MD-Medicina, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 4Institute of Metals and technology, Ljubljana, 

Slovenia 5Faculty of Medicine, University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia 
 

Introduction: An alarmingly large number of femoral modular stems of titanium alloy neck suffer from 
premature fractures. The cobalt-chromium neck was introduced for its better wear and mechanical 
properties, although it fails even earlier. Until now there were no direct comparisons between two 
different femoral modular necks for the same type of stem implant.  Experts from orthopaedic surgery 
and metallurgy have combined their research efforts to compare the femoral modular stem-necks of 
similar titanium and dissimilar titanium/cobalt-chromium alloy systems of Profemur (Wright/Microport 
Orthopaedics, Inc. Arlington) modular hip endoprostheses, from the clinical and metallurgical points of 
view.      

Methods: Two  premature  fractured modular neck Hip endprostheses of Wright MT/Microport 
of  similar and dissimilar metals systems were investigated, (i) Similar alloys:  stem-neck –titanium 
alloy/titanium alloy   and Biolox Delta femoral head  and  (ii) dissimilar  metal system: stem-neck –
titanium alloy/cobalt-chromium-molybdenum alloy , Biolox Delta femoral head Multivariate analyses 
were performed to assess the differences in the fretting, corrosion and fatigue of similar alloys and 
dissimilar alloys modular joints: stereo light microscopy (LM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-
ray energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), and electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD). Patient’s 
demographic information including sex, age at index THA, body mass index, length of implantation and 
reason for revision was collected from medical records. 

Results and discussion Fretting, corrosion and fatigue occurred on both neck-stem retrievals of the 
similar and dissimilar alloys. Both metal-alloy are known to be highly corrosion resistant and 
spontaneously form passive oxide films in air or body-type environments according to in vitro results. 
Investigations of retrieved modular hip implants has revealed that significant corrosion can occur in vivo 
over the long term and may be a significant contributor to adverse biological effects and clinical failure 
seen in some patients (third body wear, remote trace metal accumulation, aseptic loosening etc.) brings 
into question the concept of modularity. The nature of the in vivo mechanisms giving rise to the bio-
tribo-corrosion processes needs to be understood and characterized so that appropriate changes in 
design and materials can be upgrade.    

   
 
Figure 1 : Fracture mechanism of TiAlV modular neck  Fig 2 surface microstructure of fractured TiAlV modular 
neck indicating different fractured surface microstructures Fig.3 The mechanism  of CoCrMo alloy modular neck 
fracture    Fig.4 SE image of CoCrMo microstructure, under the fractured surface, the brittle Cr23C6 carbides are 
embedded in the matrix of CoCrMo. The fractured surface exhibits the cracked carbide Cr23C6 which was 
determined by EBSD method by Kikuchi lines. 
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Arthroscopic treatment of anterior elbow impingement in professional athlete 

 
Oskar Zupanc1, Timon Zupanc2, Meglič Uroš1 

 
1 University Medical Centre Ljubljana, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia 

2 University of Belgrade School of Medicine, Dr. Subotića 8, 11 000 Belgrade, Serbia 
 

Introduction. Anterior elbow impingement is an uncommon presentation of elbow early degenerative 

disease in the general population. However, it could be seen in patients who overuse their elbow during 

specific sporting or working activities. Many papers have reported posterior impingement of the elbow, 

but anterior impingement is infrequently described in the literature. A review of literature reveals no 

case reports of anterior impingement of elbow in professional athlete.  

Methods and results. We treated arthroscopically two professional athletes (elite shot-putter and 

boxer) after unsuccessful conservative treatment with anterior elbow impingement. They are 

complained about elbow pain and flexion deficit lasting for several months that disabled him to practice 

and compete. Physical examination revealed significant flexion deficit of 20˚ compared to the opposite 

elbow, with occurrence of anterior elbow pain at the final flexion. Extension range of motion and muscle 

strength were normal. X-ray revealed enlarged coronoid process in symptomatic elbow. An arthroscopic 

debridement of coronoid process was performed. Both patients returned to his normal activities six 

weeks after the operation without any discomfort. The flexion of the elbow increased to normal.  

Conclusion. As in our cases, such overuse injuries are initially treated conservatively which is often 

unsuccessful and requiring longer time to return to sport. After arthroscopic treatment both patients 

successfully returned to competition without any pain or weakness of his forearm. However, 

arthroscopic debridement of the coronoid process in anterior elbow impingement is valuable because 

of increased intra-articular visualization of the anterior compartment, diminished soft tissue trauma and 

excellent return of the athletes to the same level of their sports activity. 
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Intervertebrate cage now and in the future  
 
  

Rok Vengust, Miha Vodičar, Lovro Suhodolčan, Klemen Bošnjak, Jure Leban, Špela Bračun  

Department for Spine Surgery, University Medical Centre Ljubljana, Slovenia 
 Faculty of Medicine, University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia 

 

Intervertebral cage is a rigid device designed to fit between endplates of neighbouring vertebral bodies. 

Inserted posteriorly cage serves as an adjunct to pedicle screws in instrumented lumbar spinal fusions. 

It maintains the height of intervertebral space once the disc is removed, which in turn ascertains 

decompression of intervertebral foramina. Cages are routinely placed using via posterior or 

posterolateral route. Recently however cages are inserted in increasing numbers from anterior and 

lateral approaches, which enables a surgeon to restore lumbar lordosis of as much as 25 degrees per 

segment. In addition, cage placed from anteriorly can be applied in stand-alone fashion precluding the 

invasive posterior approach. 

Interbody fusion was first attempted with three-cortical iliac graft, which often collapsed or fragmented. 

First artificial device put into intervertebral space was so called Bagby and Kuslich cage (BAK) in 1989. 

BAK and further cages were made of Titanium alloy and soon showed several drawbacks. Titanium is 

radiopaque and has elastic modulus, which is significantly higher than modulus of cortical bone. 

Consequently, PEEK emerged a decade after Titanium and quickly overtook Titanium as most utilized 

material for intervertebral cages. As more and more PEEK cages were implanted important disadvantage 

emerged as well. PEEK does not integrate well with neighbouring bone, which often leads to 

intervertebral non-union and screw loosing necessitating revision surgery. 

Latest developments in case of biomaterials include titanium coated PEEK cages, which at the same time 

osteointegrate and have elastic modulus like cortical bone. Its current drawback is high price. Some 

reports even report of delamination, the separation between both materials. 3D printing promises a 

new qualitative step forward as it enables control of width in lattice architecture thereby affecting elastic 

modulus and osteointegration of the cage. Printing also enables manufacturing of personalized implants, 

which are made according to patients’ unique anatomy. 

Pace of biomaterial development for spine implants shows much promise for the future. Spinal surgeon 

must bear in mind, however, that his/her main goal is to improve patients' health. It is surgeons’ primary 

task to indicate best possible surgery for individual patient be it with or without implants. And then, if 

warranted, best possible implants need to be chosen. 
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    Implant survival of 2571 hip arthroplasty cases with the cemented Link SP-II 
CoCrMo femoral stem and up to 30-year follow-up   

 
Blaž Mavčič1,2, Luka Kropivšek1, Samo Roškar1, Lenart Zore1,2, Vane Antolič1,2 

 
1University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Medicine, Chair of Orthopaedics, Vrazov trg 9, 1000 Ljubljana 

2University Medical Centre Ljubljana, Dept. of Orthopaedic Surgery, Zaloška 9, 1000 Ljubljana 
 

Introduction: Anatomically shaped cemented femoral stem Link SP-II, made of CoCrMo alloy, has been 

commonly used in hip arthroplasty for the last 40 years in combination with polymethylmethacrylate 

bone cement. The aim of our work was to evaluate the impact of surgeon, patients’ age/gender, 

month/year of the primary operation and the use of acetabular components from other manufacturers 

on clinical outcome of the entire Link SP-II cemented femoral stem cohort, implanted at a single tertiary 

hospital with long-term follow-up of up to 33 years. 

Methods: We analysed prospectively collected data of 2571 consecutive primary hip endoprostheses 

with cemented Link SP-II, implanted between January 1, 1985 and December 31, 2018 at the University 

Medical Centre Ljubljana, Dept. of Orthopaedic Surgery, Slovenia. All cases of subsequent revision 

surgeries and patient deaths in the following decades were recorded.  

Results: In the entire cohort of the patients with 2571 Link SP-II cemented femoral stems, 153 cases 

(6.0%) later required at least one revision procedure, 99 (3.9%) stems had to be removed eventually and 

118 (4.6 %) were lost for follow-up. The overall cumulative infection rate was 1.2%. The Kaplan-Meier 

estimate for survival of Link SP-II after 10/15/20/25 years was 94/91/88/88% from the primary operation 

to the first revision surgery and 97/93/90/90% until removal of femoral stem. The Cox regression 

showed 1.6-times higher risk of subsequent revision surgery if the primary endoprosthesis implantation 

was done in March/April/May (p = 0.03) and 2.1-times higher risk if the Link femoral stem was combined 

with an acetabular cup from another manufacturer (p < 0.01), while the impact of different operating 

surgeons on subsequent revision risk was not statistically significant. 

Discussion: The survival of Link SP-II femoral stem in the analysed cohort was comparable to survival 

data from previously published studies. We confirmed a statistically significant impact of the primary 

operation in the spring months and the use of acetabular cups from other manufacturers on higher risk 

of subsequent revision surgery 
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Clinical advantages of computer aided periacetabular osteotomy 

Rihard Trebše,  Peter Brumat, Rene Mihalič,                                                                               

Orthopaedic Hospital Valdoltra, Ankaran, Slovenia 

 

Introduction: Periacetabular osteotomy (PAO) is indicated to correct the pathologic orientation of the 

acetabulum in painful patients with preserved joint cartilage. It is usually performed in young patients 

with hip dysplasia. Acetabular retroversion and combined deformities are also occasionally corrected by 

PAO. We developed a computer navigation method for aiding execution of the surgery. 

Methods: We included 40 hips. All had preoperative CT scans for a 3d preoperative planning and to 

design their specific templates (PST) for intraoperative use. Bernese PAO were performed with the use 

of PST and computer aided cut navigation. In 30 patients the osteotomized acetabular fragment was 

reoriented with the help of navigation (N) while in 10 patients using intraoperative image intensifier (II). 

We compared the radiologic parameters between the groups on the postoperative x-rays. 

Results: The average difference between planned and achieved LCEA and AI was 1,2 ± 1,5 and 1,1 ± 

2 for the N and 7 ± 6,1 and 6,3 ± 6,3 for the II group (p = 0,03; p = 0,02). The average surgery duration 

was 183 ± 32 minutes for the N and 203 ± 42 minutes for the II group (p = 0,19).  

Discussion: The study showed that navigated reorientation of the acetabular fragment in PAO is more 

accurate and faster compared to the fluoroscopic technique. Additionally, navigated PAO seems safe 

and reproducible procedure with a short learning curve.  
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CAR-T (Chimeric Antigen Receptor Therapy): New Treatment T-lymphocyte 
Modality of Hematological and Solid Tumor Malignant Diseases 

 
Samo Zver 

 
Clinical Department of Hematology, University Medical Center Ljubljana, Slovenija 

 

Introduction: There are non sufficient treatment options for many patients with malignant diseases. 

Hematological cancers are one of them and because  mitotic activity of the later is pronounced, they 

are often target for researchers. I will briefly describe this new treatment option   

Methods:  

 

 

Results: 

  

Discussion and conclusions  
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Patient blood management from orthopaedic perspective 

Boštjan Kocjančič, Drago Dolinar 

1University Medical Centre Ljubljana, Dept. of Orthopaedic Surgery, Zaloška 9, 1000 Ljubljana 
2University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Medicine, Chair of Orthopaedics, Vrazov trg 9, 1000 Ljubljana 

 

Patient Blood Management (PBM) program typically has three pillars - optimizing hemopoiesis, 

minimizing bleeding and blood loss, and harnessing and optimizing physiological tolerance of 

anemia. The aim of this review article is to present the second pillar - blood loss minimization – 

from the surgical perspective, complemented by original clinical data on successful PBM 

implementation at our institution. All PBM programs require multidisciplinary approach. GPs 

and Anesthesiologists along with surgeons play a pivotal role. Surgical and orthopedic 

perspective on blood preservation are presented. Historical methods are presented and 

commented. New surgical techniques (MIS, laparoscopic surgery, robots), meticulous 

hemostasis, use of Cell Saver, lately tranexamic acid, new transfusion criteria, single red blood 

cell (RBC) unit ordering have greatly changed clinical practices regarding transfusion of RBC. 

Implementation of this therapeutic options along with other practices will contribute 

significantly to the effectiveness of the patient blood management approach to surgical 

patients. Within 6 years of PBM protocol implementation in our institution, the total number 

of transfusions was reduced by 76 % and the percentage of patients requiring transfusion fell 

from 38 % to 9 %. 
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Phase Transformations in Biodegradable Fe-Mn Alloys 

Matjaž Godec, Irena Paulin, Črtomir Donik, Jaka Burja, Jakob Kraner, Aleksandra Kocijan 

Institute of Metals and Technology, Lepi pot 11, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia 

Biodegradable metallic materials are bioactive materials with a temporary support function, which then 

gradually degrade without a negative effect on the organism. Fe-based alloys possess excellent 

mechanical properties that can make them ideal candidates for applications where long-term support is 

needed. The main drawback of Fe-based alloys is their very slow degradation. Also, the very high Young’s 

modulus of elasticity can be a serious drawback, because human bone has higher value. By additive 

manufacturing it possible advance the design and production of ideal, topologically porous metals that 

are suited to temporary implants. On the other hand, it is very important to control the phase 

transformations in Fe-Mn alloys to avoid transformation of austenite phase into undesirable magnetic 

phases. Depending on stacking fault energy, which can be tailored by Mn and C content, such a 

transformation can be avoided. By additive manufacturing process, it is a challenge to obtain stable 

austenite phase due to inhomogenise distribution of elements, particularly, when feedstock powder is 

not an alloy.   
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Mechanism of formation of cellular nanovesicles    

Veronika Kralj-Iglič 1,2*,  Gabriella Pocsfalvi2,  Luka Mesarec3, Vid Šuštar4, Darja Božič1,3, Matej Hočevar5, 

Marko Jeran1,3, Henry Hägerstrand6,7, 3Aleš Iglič2, 

1Laboratory of Clinical Biophysics, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia 
2Extracellular Vesicles and Mass Spetrometry Group, Institute of Biosciences and Bioresources,  
NationalResearch Council of Italy, Napoli, Italy  3Laboratory of Physics, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, 
University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia,  4Lymphocyte Cytoskeleton Group, Medical University of Turku, 
Turku, Finland,  5Physics and Chemistry of Materials, Institute of Metals and Technology, Ljubljana, Slovenija 
6Cell Biology, Faculty of Science and Engineering, Åbo Akademi University, Åbo/Turku, Finland 7Novia University 
of Applied Sciences, Ekenäs, Finland 

e-mail: veronika.kralj-iglic@fe.uni-lj.si, tel: +38641720766 

 

Introduction: Tiny membrane-enclosed cellular fragments that can mediate interactions between cells 

and organisms  have recently become a subject of increasing attention. Under the term “Cellular 

Nanovesicles” (CNVs) we mean sub-micron sized membrane-enclosed fragments that can be found in 

isolates (including viruses, exosomes, microvesicles, endovesicles and particles that are formed due to 

mechanical forces in the process of isolation).  We present evidences on  mechanisms of formation of 

different types of CNVs experimentally and theoretically.  

Methods: Cell membrane micro/nano vesicles were isolated by centrifugation and washing of blood 

cells and microalgae cultured media, and observed by different microscopic techniques. The shape of 

the biological membrane in the budding process, was described by an unifying model. Taking the mean 

curvature ℎ and the curvature deviator 𝑑 of the membrane surface as the relevant parameters, the 

shape and the distribution of membrane constituents were determined theoretically by minimization of 

membrane free energy using numerical methods.  

Results: It was shown that the budding processes may lead to formation of different types of vesicles as 

regards the compartment (exo and endovesicles), shape (spherical, tubular and torocytic) and 

composition (enriched or depleted in particular kinds of molecules), depending on the intrinsic mean 

curvatures and intrinsic curvature deviators of the membrane constituents. A mechanism of formation 

of viruses and exosomes based on the direct interaction between membrane constituents is suggested.  

Discussion: It was concluded that the specificity of pinched off nanovesicles derives from the shape of 

the membrane constituents and not primarily from their chemical identity, which explains evidences on 

great heterogeneity of isolated CNVs with respect to composition.  
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Electrostatics of nanostructured metal surfaces in contact with electrolyte 

solution 

 Ekaterina Gongadze1, Tomaž Slivnik1, Veronika Kralj-Iglič2, Aleš Iglič1,3 

1 Laboratory of Physics, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Ljubljana, 1000 Ljubljana, 
Slovenia, 2 Laboratory of Clinical Biophysics, Faculty of  Health Sciences, University of Ljubljana, 1000 

Ljubljana, Slovenia, 3 Laboratory of Clinical Biophysics, Chair of Orthopaedics, Faculty of Medicine, 
University of Ljubljana, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia 

 
It is shown that electric field strength and surface charge density are increased at sharp edges and 

protrusions of nanostructured metallic or semiconductor surfaces. The electric field strength and surface 

charge density on the convex surface regions increase with the curvature of the surface, i.e. with 

decreasing radius of the surface local curvature. It is suggested that nanorough regions of metallic or 

semiconductor surfaces have an increased electric field strength and surface charge density due to the 

many highly curved nanoscale protrusions and/or edges. The increased electric field strength and 

surface charge density of such nanorough regions promote protein-mediated adhesion of cells to the 

negatively charged surface. We present the calculated spatial dependencies of electrolyte volume 

charge distribution, electric field and relative permittivity distribution around narrow tubular pillars 

submerged in electrolyte solution.  

Introduction: It was suggested that the contact between the osteoblast membrane and the metallic or 

semiconductor surface is established in two steps. In the first step, the osteoblast cell membrane makes 

a nonspecific contact due to electrostatic forces (Kabaso et al., 2011, Gongadze et al., 2011), followed 

by the second step, where specific binding  takes place (Monsees et al., 2005; Park et al., 2007; 

Walboomers and Jansen, 2001). Since osteoblasts are negatively charged (Smeets et al., 2009), they are 

electrostatically repelled by the negatively charged TiO2 surface (Lorenzetti et al., 2016), unless some 

other attractive force is present in the system. Recently, a possible mechanism of osteoblast adhesion 

to the negatively charged metallic or semiconductor surface was proposed, assuming that positively 

charged particles (like proteins) with internal charge distribution, attached to the negatively charged 

metallic or semiconductor surface, serve as a substrate for the subsequent attachment of the negatively 

charged cells (Smeets et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2004; Kabaso et al., 2011; Gongadze et al., 2011, 

Gongadze et al., 2014; Kulkarni et al., 2015,). In order to predict the orientation of such proteins near a 

charged implant surface, Monte Carlo simulations of the distribution and the orientation of charged 

spheroidal proteins in the vicinity of the charged metallic or semiconductor surface were performed 

(Gongadze et al., 2014; Kabaso et al., 2011). It was shown (Gongadze et al., 2011; Kabaso et al., 2011;  

Gongadze et al., 2014; Kulkarni et al., 2015 ) that for high enough values of the charge density of the 

metallic or semiconductor surface, the positively charged proteins with internal charge distribution are 

concentrated close to the charged surface and partially oriented in a direction orthogonal to the charged 

surface (Gimsa et al., 2018). It was also shown (Kabaso et al., 2011; Kulkarni et al., 2015) that at a high 

enough surface charge density of the surface and a distinctive internal charge distribution of the 

proteins, the positively charged proteins with internal charge distribution can turn the repulsive force 

between the negatively charged metallic or semiconductor surface and the cell surface into an attractive 

force (Urbanija et al., 2008; Perutkova et al., 2010). The corresponding attractive force is also called a 

bridging force (Kabaso et al., 2011; Gongadze et al., 2015).      

Method: To solve the modified Langevin Poisson-Boltzmann equation (Gongadze et al., 2014; Drab et 

al., 2020), we used Comsol Multiphysics and its electrostatics stationary solver. The boundary conditions 
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were applied on the 2D cross-section of tubular pillars. The numerical results were solved using a 

stationary nonlinear solver (Automatic (Newton)), which implements a damped Newton’s approach, 

with a minimum damping factor of 10^6. 

Results: We calculate the volume charge distribution, electric field and relative permittivity in the vicinity 

of vertically oriented tubular pillars on the metallic or semiconductor negatively charged surface (see 

for example Gimsa et al., 2007) for different radii of the protrusions and different values of the surface 

charge density.  

References: 

1.Drab M., Gongadze E., Kralj-Iglič V., Iglič A., Electric double layer and orientational ordering of water 
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Robotic surgery is still a new and exciting emerging technology that gives surgeons technological 
advantages in terms of more flexibility and precise manoeuvring during excision of the tumour, and 
suturing of the kidney after tumour removal. The surgeon has better 3D visualisation and 10 time 
magnification of the diseased area/tumour. It has documented benefits compared to an open surgery 
including: less pain and blood loss, minimised complications, shorter hospital stay, faster recovery, less 
use of analgesia, smaller scars and better cosmetic results.  

A robot assisted laparoscopic partial nephrectomy is a minimally invasive procedure in which the 
surgeon remove a tumour through several small incisions in the patient’s abdominal region with a use 
of robotically controlled surgical instruments. According to EAU guidelines patients with low-stage renal 
cell carcinoma (RCC) (T1) should undergo nephron-sparing surgery rather than radical nephrectomy 
whenever possible. For solitary renal tumours up to a diameter of 7 cm, nephron-sparing surgery is the 
standard procedure, whenever technically feasible. 

It has additional advantages over open approach including: use of ICG, AirSeal® insufflation management 
system and robotic endoscopic drop-in ultrasound probe. Indocyanine green (ICG) is emerging as a 
potential adjunct to robot assisted partial nephrectomy by its ability to aid in the real-time identification 
of renal vasculature, renal masses, and the renal mass-parenchymal margin. AirSeal system’s ability to 
maintain constant pneumoperitoneum and constantly remove smoke enables surgeons to operate at 
lower pressure without compromising exposure. By providing stable peritoneum, constant smoke 
evacuation, and valve-free access to abdominal cavity, the AirSeal System has been demonstrated to 
reduce operating time, resulting in increased operating efficiency and low impact surgery. Low impact 
surgery allows surgeon to perform partial nephrectomy under low pressure to reduce post-surgical pain, 
reduce the impact of surgery on patient’s body, and get patient back on the move more quickly. Patients 
experience less incisional and shoulder pain and need less pain killers. The robotic endoscopic drop-in 
ultrasound probe utilizes the full benefits of the wrist articulation of the robotic instruments to capture 
real-time ultrasound imaging even at complex angles that are not possible with traditional laparoscopic 
ultrasound. This enhanced range of motion allows surgeons to access difficult-to-reach areas, such as 
the back of the kidney, to more accurately identify tumour location, depth and borders for distinguishing 
between tumor and normal kidney. Utilizing the precise robotic instrument movements, surgeons have 
incredible range of motion with the robotically-controlled probe. They can navigate the entire kidney 
while simultaneously viewing the real-time ultrasound images as a picture-on-picture display, 
eliminating the need to leave the robotic console. 

Robot-assisted laparoscopic partial nephrectomy is new surgical approach in Slovenia. We have 
performed more than 50 procedures since June 2018 with excellent results and minimal complications. 
The mean operating time and warm ischemia time were comparable to open/laparoscopic surgical 
approach. The mean blood loss was 50 ml. There was just one grade III surgical complication according 
to Clavien-Dindo classification. We observed sub-capsular bleeding out of small renal artery branch 
which we stopped percutaneously.  

Rapid adoption of robotics has introduced a paradigm change in kidney cancer treatment, with more 
than 50% of partial nephrectomies performed robotically in 2019 in UMC Ljubljana. Robot assisted 
partial nephrectomy has several beneficial effects on clinical outcomes of surgery and patient well being. 
Beside minimal postoperative discomfort, less complications, shorter hospital stays, and more rapid 
recovery compared with open surgery, a robot-assisted procedure could increase the accuracy of 
excision without increasing the risk of positive surgical margin. A lower excisional volume loss could 
assist in better long-term postoperative renal function preservation, which represents with warm 
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ischema time, the only major modifiable predictor for better renal function preservation after partial 
nephrectomy. 
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Introduction: Stenosis of the aortic valve is in most cases a degenerative process leading to heart failure. 

When symptomatic, mortality is around 40 % in 1 year and 80 % in 5 years. Its prevalence increases with 

an aging population. The golden standard treatment is the surgical replacement of the aortic valve by a 

biological or mechanical prosthesis. Since the first-in-man implantation by dr. Cribier in 2002 we have 

witnessed incredible progress in transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI) – a less invasive method 

allowing faster patient recovery.   

Method and materials: TAVI enable beating heart implantation of a bioprosthesis to the position of the 

native aortic valve, using a 5-6 mm catheter accessing through the femoral artery (other access are also 

possible). The main requirements for good device performance are durability, low thrombogenicity, 

good hydrodynamics, hemocompatibility, low calcification susceptibility, low catheter profile, and 

deployment stability. Two main design types exist – balloon-expandable and self-expandable 

prostheses. Balloon-expandable prostheses are mounted onto a balloon which is inflated in the aortic 

position during fast ventricular pacing and the prosthesis expands, compressing the native valve to the 

aortic wall. Self-expandable prostheses expand spontaneously when the overlaying sheath is pulled off. 

A TAVI prosthesis exists of a metallic frame with the valve in the middle. While the balloon-expandable 

prostheses use a cobalt-chromium alloy frame providing high radial strength and radiopacity, the self-

expandable prostheses use nickel-titanium (Nitinol) alloy frame which exhibits shape memory and 

expands to its original shape once heated to body temperature. The valve itself is sewn onto the frame 

and consists of the porcine or bovine pericardium which is specially treated to prevent calcinations and 

prolong durability. The lower part of the frame can be covered by polyethylene terephthalate fabric or 

pericardial skirt providing better sealing between the frame and aortic annulus. A catheter system 

provides “over the wire” delivery.  

Future: The main challenges lie in achieving lower rates of paravalvular leaks, new pacemaker 

implantations following the procedure, lower delivery system profiles, more precise positioning, longer 

durability, and maybe even mechanical prostheses. 
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Introduction: Free light chain (FLC) proteins are overproduced in patients with multiple myeloma and 

can cause renal failure. Non-functioning kidneys are not able to excrete the burden of toxic FLCs from 

the body, renal recovery is poor and up to 80% remains dialysis dependent. In order to directly improve 

rates of renal recovery, extended hemodialysis using high cut-off dialyzers has been introduced in 

University Medical Center Ljubljana in 2010. 

Methods: In patients with newly diagnosed multiple myeloma with severe acute renal failure at the 

presentation requiring acute hemodialysis, we performed 8-hour extracorporeal blood purification 

treatment. For the removal of FLC proteins we used specialized Theralite dialyzer, a high cut-off 

membrane, characterized by its large and uniform pore size (Theralite 2100; Gambro, Lund, Sweden). 

Aim of this observational and retrospective study was to analyze the effectiveness of Theralite 

hemodialysis in reducing the burden of FLCs and the effect of FLCs reduction on the renal outcome. The 

plasma concentration of FLCs was measured before and after dialysis treatment using a latex-based 

assay (Free-lite, Birmingham, UK). Renal function was monitored by plasma creatinine concentration. 

Clinical follow up and death was recorded.  

Results: We safely performed 186 Theralite hemodialysis treatments in 45 patients, aged 68±11 years. 

The serum concentration of lambda FLCs was 9633±11064 mg/L and kappa was 12909±14599 mg/L 

before treatment and the concentration of lambda FLCs was reduced to 1834±2044 mg/L and kappa to 

1331±1489 mg/L after Theralite treatment, respectively. The reduction of lambda FLCs was 81% and 

kappa FLCs was 90% resulting in 69% of renal recovery and independency from dialysis. During follow 

up period 10 patients died of malignant disease, but 5 of them were previously independent of dialysis. 

Discussion: Our results support the use of extended high cut-off Theralite hemodialysis as an adjunctive 

treatment in multiple myeloma kidney therapy. 
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 The computer technology in dentistry has developed considerably in last decade and becoming reality 

in dental practice, therefore today modern prosthetic treatment concepts can't be performed without 

the use of computer technology. In parallel with the development of novel computer technologies, the 

development of new materials for computer-assisted production such as milling, or 3-dimensional   

printing is taking place in research laboratories. 

The main advantages of using these new technologies are more precise, faster production of ceramic, 

metal and polymer dental restorations with lower material consumption and more pleasant work for 

the patients. 

The basic diagnostic procedures to capture clinical status data for computer-aided design of prosthetic 

restorations are CBCT x-ray imaging, intraoral scanning and digital photography. Intraoral scanning (IOS) 

has been the fastest growing digital process in recent years to transfer data from patient's mouth to 

digital environment in dental laboratory. The main advantages of IOS are: enabled completely digital 

planning of prosthetic rehabilitations, allow better communication with the dental technician, dentist 

and patient, time efficient due to fully computerized data transfer from dental office to dental laboratory 

and to computer-controlled milling machines or 3D printers. However, disadvantages of IOS are difficult 

detection of subgingival preparation margins and high initial and maintenance costs of the technology. 

The advantage of the materials to produce prosthetic restorations with modern technology are 

homogeneous industrial blocks reveal a decreased presence of flaws and pores resulting in increased 

reliability. The main ceramic materials used in milling machines are: feldspatic ceramics, leucite-

reinforced glass ceramics, lithium disilicate ceramics, lithium silicate/ phosphate glass-ceramics and 

oxide ceramics in form of veneering techniques and recently developed translucent zirconia to use in 

monolithic form 
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Objective: Aging is considered detrimental to bone healing. The purpose of this study was to evaluate 

the influence of collagen membrane on healing of small calvarial bone defects in aged rats. 

Materials and methods: Altogether 14 Wistar rats were used for the experiment. Two rounded 

subcritical-sized calvarial defects (2r = 3 mm) were made in a group of 4 – 6 months old male rats (n = 

7) and 20 – 25 months old male rats (n =7). Left calvarial defects were covered by two layers of collagen 

OsteoBiol® Duo-Teck membrane containing deproteinized bone particles and right defects were used 

for study the spontaneous bone healing. After 8 weeks, calvarial specimens were examined by 

morphometric, histologic and densitometric analysis. 

Results: Results of histologic analysis showed bone fill of different quality in spontaneously healed 

(centripetal growth) and membrane covered (centripetal growth + residual xenograft particles, 

embedded in connective tissue, eventually covered with new bone) defects. Morphometric analysis on 

sites of spontaneous healing revealed that the median values of anteroposterior dimension, width and 

surface area of residual unhealed defect were 22 %, 22% and 48 %, respectively, greater in the group of 

old male rats when compared to young group. Bone mineral density of newly formed bone in young 

animals was 6 % greater than in aged animals on sites of spontaneous healing, and 15 % greater than in 

aged animals on membrane covered sites.  

Conclusions: Our study indicates that in aged group of rats delayed bone fill and mineralization of 

newly formed bone remained in spite of using collagen membrane coverage 
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Introduction: In vitro and in vivo studies analyzing cytokines and growth factors' involvement in bone 

regeneration have shown that TGF-β has a leading role in the fracture healing process. Increased TGF-𝛽 

expression in fracture site start within 24h after breaking of bone continuity and reaches maximum 

values between 7th and 14th days. Local delivery of growth factors as isolated proteins or proteins bound 

to scaffolds may not be able to suffice high concentration of factors in the later stages of healing. 

Therefore, we aimed to evaluate if locally applied cell device consisting of hollow fiber that encapsulate 

long-lived cell lines producing active TGF-β enhance bone healing. 

Methods: Two rounded calvarial defects (2r = 3 mm) were made in a young adult Wistar rats. In 

experimental group (n = 5) the defects were covered by cell device producing TGF-β and in control group 

(n =5) defects were covered by inactive cell device (cells not producing growth factors). After 8 weeks, 

calvarial specimens were examined by histology and micro-CT analysis. 

Results: Bone defects of animals treated with cell device producing TGF-β were overgrown with a new 

bone with characteristics of active bone remodeling suggesting higher synthetic activity. Morphometric 

analysis revealed that average surface of the remaining defect in experimental group was 1,2 ± 0,9 mm2, 

which was statistically significantly (p < 0,01) smaller than in sham operated group (2,3 ± 0,9 mm2). 

Discussion: Our study indicates that cell devices locally secreting growth factors for an extended period 

of a few weeks could be a novel approach to enhance bone healing. Moreover, results show a potential 

of new cell device for use in other fields of regenerative medicine. 
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Objective: Stainless steel (AISI 304L), and nickel-titanium (NiTi) shape-memory alloys (SMAs) have been 
used in the manufacture of orthodontic wires. The aim of this study is a surface-chemistry and 
microstructure analysis of in vitro and  in-vivo-exposed NiTi and SS archwires 
and their interaction with polymer cages  
Methods:. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was used for the morphological visualization, Auger 
Electron Spectroscopy (AES) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) were used for the surface-
chemistry analyses and for depth profiling the characteristic elements of the archwires. Tribo-corrosion 
of all biocompatible archwires and cages was  investigated  
    
Results When exposed to air or biological liquids at body temperature, NiTi alloys, similar to AISI 304 l 
stainless steel, spontaneously form a thin TiO2 oxide passive film of 4–7 nm thickness, and in the case of 
SS  a thin Cr2O3 film of 1–2- nm thickness[1-3].   
The AES and XPS results showed that thin oxide films on (a) a new  NiTi archwire  is  TiO2 with  small 
amounts of Ni, thickness 4 nm, (b) the in-vivo-exposed NiTi archwire showed a 80-nm-thick carbon-rich 
layer containing also O, Ca, P and Cl. The elements Ni and Ti increase beneath the C-layer. This layer 
growth during in-vivo exposure is of organic origin, dental plaque. 
On the surface of the new SS is a very thin Cr2O3, 1–2-nm thickness and in-vivo-exposed SS the thick 
layer of dental plaque was also found. The SS sample is covered with a 60–80-nm-thick layer rich in 
carbon, wherein also O, N, Ca, K, Na and Si are present. This layer was formed during exposure of the SS 
sample. It is thinner than a deposited layer on the in-vivo-exposed NiTi sample.  
Conclusion The oral cavity is a complex dynamic environment that often undergoes a rapid and 
substantial change in temperature and pH. It is involving biological interactions contributed by a 
continuous flow of saliva and microbiological activity, and for that reason dental plaque growth was 
found on the in-vivo-exposed NiTi and SS archwires and on polymer cages. 
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Introduction: The aim was to objectively evaluate the three-dimensional (3D) facial characteristics of 

older adults and compare them with young adults using a non-invasive 3D methodology. Facial ageing 

is a result of superficial wrinkling and the changes of the underlying soft tissues and skeleton. The 

influence of tooth loss as geriatric characteristic on facial appearance is still poorly explained. 

Methods: 90 participants older than 65 years, classified into 3 subgroups (edentulous, partially 

edentulous, toothed) and 30 young adults were evaluated. Their faces were scanned with an optical 

Artec 3D-scanner. Cephalometric analyses were determined using the computer program RapidForm. 

An independent t-test and ANOVA were used for the comparisons. The pair-wise post-hoc tests were 

applied with respect to the significant differences (P < 0.05). 

Results: The aged faces are wider and longer because of a longer middle facial height. Older adults have 

longer upper lip, larger nose, smaller nasolabial angle due to the nasal ptosis, narrower upper and lower 

lip rednesses and larger facial and lower facial height angles, resulting in a flat facial profile. The ageing 

facial changes are the most pronounced in the edentulous. In comparison with the toothed they have a 

smaller facial height due to the smaller lower facial height, larger nasolabial angle, smaller mouth width, 

shorter upper lip and narrower lip rednesses. Their profile is more flat and lips more retruded.  

Discussion: The whole face proportions are changed in older adults and they are the most expressed 
with the tooth loss. 
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The use of bone grafting materials in periodontology has become so widespread over the past two 
decades that new products are rapidly being brought to market year after year. For that reason, it is 
crucial that treating clinicians optimize their regenerative outcomes with a better understanding of the 
biologic properties of each of these classes of biomaterials.  
The most widespread classification of bone grafting materials involves autogenous bone coming from 
the same individual, allografts coming from human cadaver bone, xenografts coming from another 
animal source, and synthetically fabricated alloplasts. Typically all collagen and growth factors are 
removed during the processing of xenografts, the development of a natural bone mineral containing 
atelocollagen type 1 has been proposed that utilizes atelopeptidation and lyophilization technologies. 
Extracted teeth are routinely discarded, yet, owing to the bone-inducing potential of these mineralized 
tissues, they have been recently utilized as bone grafting particles. Freshly extracted teeth are ground 
into bacteria-free particulate autogenous mineralized dentin for immediate grafting. The freshly 
extracted tooth, which is most similar to the structure of autogenous cortical bone, offers the type of 
graft that effectively promotes new bone formation in the first stages of wound healing and also 
supports and maintains the site with excellent long-term mechanical properties during the remodelling 
process. Numerous synthetically fabricated alloplasts are fragile, difficult to process into porous forms, 
and unable to regenerate bone at optimal levels. However, 3D printing has become a prominent area of 
research because of its ability to create customizable, shape-specific alloplasts of various sizes. 
Techniques for 3D printing include inkjet printing, laser-assisted printing, extrusion printing, and 
stereolithography printing. Materials utilized to fulfil these tasks include natural and synthetic polymers, 
bioceramics such as hydroxyapatite and tricalcium phosphates, metals, and hydrogels, which may 
further include cells and growth factors within their 3D scaffold.  
More recently, significant evidence appears to indicate that certain combinations of regenerative 
materials may additionally improve the clinical outcomes in defects with a complicated anatomy (eg, 
growth factors with bone grafting materials, growth factors with barrier membranes, bone grafting 
materials with barrier membranes). The following combination approaches have been histologically 
shown to promote periodontal regeneration in humans: bone grafting material with enamel matrix 
derivative (EMD), bone grafting material with platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), bone grafting 
material with growth differentiation factor 5 (GDF-5), and bone grafting material with barrier 
membranes.  
Hyaluronic acid (HA) has been utilized for a variety of regenerative medical procedures. HA has been 
utilized at various concentrations in either a crosslinked or non-crosslinked manner for the treatment of 
periodontal and bone defects. While more publications have investigated its use in the field of 
periodontology, its recent use for bone regeneration, specifically when utilized in combination with 
other biomaterials or cells, has shown positive results. 
In conclusion, there is a trend favouring the combined use of biologics, barrier membranes and bone 
grafting materials in periodontal regeneration according to defect morphology. 
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Introduction: Cytokine storm is an overreaction of the body’s immune system. Cytokines are produced 

by different kinds of cells, including immune cells. They modulate inflammatory response and migration 

of cells toward inflammation, infection and cell damage. Sometimes excessive or uncontrolled levels of 

cytokines are released which then activate more immune cells, resulting in hyperinflammation. This can 

seriously harm or even kill the patient. This is a common complication of  respiratory diseases, including 

COVID -19 and flu, but also in non-infectious diseases such as multiple sclerosis, acute pancreatitis etc.  

Cytosorb is a whole blood adsorber with a therapeutic goal of reducing the number of cytokines and 

other inflammatory mediators from overwhelming levels to physiological range while keeping the 

immune system intact. It is a biocompatible innovative porous polymer sorbent bead technology with 

extensive elimination capacity due to a total surface of 45000 m2. 

In our prospective study in patients on ECMO, we use Cytosorb. We examine laboratory and 

hemodynamic parameters and changes in the levels of drugs in plasma. 

Methods: We performed pilot analysis in patients on ECMO (extracorporeal membrane oxygenation) 

and Cytosorb. We looked at lactate levels, interleukin 6 (IL-6) levels, need for vasopressors 

Results: Till the present day only 8 patients on ECMO were treated with Cytosorb. We have therefore 

not performed any detailed statistical analysis yet but we observed lower dosis of vasopressor drugs 

needed, higher pH values and lower levels of IL-6  in survivors compared to non-survivors.  

Conclusion: We conduct a prospective study, only 8 patients have been included so far. The combination 

of two membranes, ECMO and Cytosorb in high risk patients seems to be feasible and no additional 

serious adverse events were observed. Additional studies are needed to identify the right patients and 

the right time for Cytosorb in ECMO patients. 
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Introduction: Since infections of implants are one of the most serious complications in orthopaedic and 

trauma surgery much effort has been made in order to prevent them. Different measures have already 

been put in everyday clinical practice – antibiotic prophylaxis, appropriate skin preparation and 

operating room procedures etc. Besides these interventions, one of the research focuses in recent 

decades has been the development of biomaterials and/or implant surfaces with antibacterial 

properties.  

Methods: This is a narrative review of literature on recent advances in bioimplant engineering aimed at 

reducing implant infections. 

Results: Based on their actions surface modifications of implants can be divided into passive and active. 

Passive surface modifications achieve antibacterial action through chemical or physical modification of 

the surface without releasing bioactive substances to the surrounding tissues. Examples include 

ultraviolet irradiation of the surface, polymer surface coatings or changing surface topography at 

nanometric scale. Active surface modifications include coatings that release antibacterial substances like 

antibiotics, antiseptics, antimicrobial peptides or metal ions. Among the more conventional approaches 

is providing antibacterial carrier or implant coating at the time of surgery. Besides traditional carriers 

like antibiotic-loaded cement, biodegradable hydrogels with antibacterial and antibiofilm properties 

have recently been introduced to the market.  

Discussion: The majority of aforementioned strategies have been assessed only in vitro conditions 
without clinical proof of their efficacy. The concerns over potential toxicity and stability of modified 
surfaces and new biomaterials in vivo remain to be addressed. 
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On many occasions, blood pressure is an important indicator of a patient's state of health. Pressure 

measurements must therefore be carried out in many different situations and at different body 

positions. Sitting position and lying position with different trunk inclination are the positions most 

frequently used in practice. The results of long-term self-measurements of blood pressure by a person 

showed the possibility that there are differences in the measurement results in different body positions, 

even if the positions correspond to the recommendations for blood measurements. The same 

conclusion was reached when reviewing contemporary scientific and professional work on this subject, 

which took many influences into account. In this study, the influence of body positions ranging from 

lying horizontally on the back, through positions with the upper body raised by 35° and 65°, with the 

legs in a horizontal position, in a sitting position, with the legs vertical and the feet on the floor, to the 

standing position was investigated. The study included 55 subjects, students from Secondary Medical 

School Ljubljana, aged 15 to 19 years. The calibrated blood pressure monitor OMRON M6 Comfort was 

used for the measurements. Blood pressure was measured three times for each person and for each 

measurement position, as recommended in the Slovenian Guidelines for the Treatment of Hypertension 

2018. The total number of measurements was 807. Statistical analysis of the data showed that, on 

average, the measurement of systolic blood pressure (hereinafter SBP) is virtually independent of 

whether the person is lying, standing, or in any of the intermediate positions, as no statistically 

significant differences were found. Statistical tests further showed that the measurement of diastolic 

blood pressure (hereinafter DBP) is significantly dependent on the measurement position, both on 

average and for individual measurements. The statistically significant difference exists also for individual 

pairs of adjacent body positions. The largest difference in the average values of DBP in the individual 

positions is the significant difference of 13.9 mm Hg. Some of the individual differences are of course 

even much higher. The results presented should be considered as preliminary results. In the future it 

would be useful to test a larger sample of subjects of different age groups under more controlled 

conditions and with more repetitions of measurements in the same position. The possible influence of 

the sequence of the body positions on the measurement results should also be considered. It would also 

be interesting to look at the results separately for individual subgroups of subjects, separated e.g. by 

gender, age or level of physical activity.  
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We analysed and compared the surface properties (wettability, surface roughness and surface 

chemistry) of a new and retrieved stems. In our research we used retrieved femoral components 

(cement-less  stems made from Ti6Al7Nb alloy) of prematurely failed hip endoprostheses due to aseptic 

loosening, infection and low grade infection and one new stem (after their expiry date) for comparison. 

We also evaluated the influence of cleaning and sterilization (classical steam autoclave AC, procedure 

protocol, 121oC, 1.25 bar, 20 minutes) on wettability and roughness of a new stem. Surface wettability 

was determined by static contact angle measurements, the roughness was measured by optical 3D 

system and the surface chemistry was analysed by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). We have 

shown that the new stem was moderately hydrophobic and turned hydrophilic after sterilization. The 

retrieved stems were all hydrophilic (contact angle 70o – 90o), regardless of the failure. Average surface 

roughness for a new stem varied from 5.2 – 5.8 µm and from 4.2 to 4.7 µm for retrieved stems. 

Sterilization did not affect the average surface roughness. XPS results of new and retrieved stems that 

prematurely failed for different reasons showed minor differences of TiO2 thin oxide native film 

thickness,  6.2 nm for the new stem and 5.2 nm for retrieved (prematurely failed due to aseptic 

loosening, infection or low grade infection, consisting primarily of TiO2).  
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 Introduction: Scanning electron microscopy, with additional tools for characterisation of chemical 

composition and crystal structure of materials, is a very powerful tool in scientific research. It can be 

also applied to study microstructural properties of materials, used in medicine; such as knee or hip 

implants, to study failure mechanisms of implants and to improve the existing materials. The main aim 

of this contribution is to showcase some examples of using scanning electron microscopy and related 

techniques in the studies of orthopaedic implants.   

Methods: Scanning electron microscopy, using field emission microscopes JEOL JSM 6500-F and ZEISS 

CrossBeam 550 was used. Alongside, energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and electron backscatter 

diffraction (EBSD) methods were used to study chemical composition, phase distribution and crystal 

structure of the orthopaedic implants.  

Results: Microstructural investigations are summarised in Figure 1.  

   

Figure 1: Left hand panel: Microstructure (secondary and backscattered electron images) of Ti6Al4V (a-

b), Ti6Al7Nb (c-d) and CoCr (e-f) microstructure of orthopaedic implants. Right hand panel: EBSD analysis 

of Ti6Al4V microsctructure (a-c) and CoCr microstructure (e-f) along with representative Kikuchi patterns 

(g-h). 

Discussion: Microstructural investigations using scanning electron microscope and attached additional 

techniques are helpful tool in investigating the properties of various orthopaedic implants. A better 

understanding of materials can lead to a better choice of materials used for various applications. 
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Telephysiotherapy: is virtual reality effective in orthopaedic clinical 

examination 
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Introduction: The new era of digital orthopaedics as a potential successful management of 

musculoskeletal disease was additionaly introduced in COVID-19 pandemic (Bini et al., 2020). 

Researchers (National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, 2016; Zhang et al., 2010, Victor et al., 

2008) defined telerehabilitation and telephysiotherapy (TPT) as a provision of physiotherapy services at 

a distance (telecommunication technology, video conferencing, telephone meeting). Adhikari et al. 

(2020) demonstrated significant reduction in pain caused by after TPT interventions. Recently, the 

evidences of TPT and physiotherapeutic exercises demonstrated positive effects in rheumatoid arthritis, 

knee arthritis, ankle instability, post-anterior cruciate reconstruction and pain management (Gumaa and 

Youssef, 2019; Odole and Ojo, 2013; Stanhope and Weinstein, 2020). 

Our purpose was to investigate in which manner the virtual reality could be effective in TPT.  

Methods: Literature overview from renowned textbooks on examination techniques in orthopaedics 

and Pubmed publications on TPT have been performed.  

Results: Virtual reality is an interactive technology that allows partly customized treatment and may 

help in delivering effective patient-centered physiotherapy. Limitations of TPT are related with the 

examinations techniques that require look, feel and move approach of physiotherapists. 

Discussion: In real clinical examination and TPT all patients must be respected and confidentiality and 

dignity assured. In parallel with the detailed history, the inspection starts by clinical observing 

(movement, gait pattern, antalgic gait, high stepping gait, limb deformities, walking aids, posture 

alterations as a congenital abnomaly, skeletal dysplasia, joint degeneration, or the sequelae of a 

previous injury). It is advisable to expose whole body (undressed) for comparison even though only one 

limb in affected (scars, skin colour changes, localized swelling, diffuse swelling, bruising, muscle wasting 

due to disuse, pain, abnormalities, muscle denervation). In telerehabilitation, the importance of 

inspection from various angles require systematically organized procedure. Muscle wasting is evaluated 

by comparing both limbs.  Furthermore, the palpation and movement should be analytically tested. We 

agree the complexity of physiotherapeutic diagnostics include the manual techniques of evaluation 

(Jones and Ali, 2014).  

Conclusions: There is no relevant data about similarities of real and virtual clinical examination in 

orthopaedic physiotherapy. The possibility of specific approaches should be considered. 
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Background: Total hip arthroplasty (THA) is one of the most successful surgical interventions performed 

in medicine.   The main concern regarding failure of THA has been the biological response to particulate 

polyethylene debris generated by conventional metal on polyethylene bearing surfaces leading to 

osteolysis and aseptic loosening of the prosthesis.  Recently the corundum particle contamination on 

the surface and subsurface of TiAlNb cementless femoral stem was found leading to aseptic loosening 

and infection.  

Methods: The retrieved Ti6Al7Nb stems of the cementless ZweiMüller (ZM) type of hip endoprostheses 

were selected from revision surgeries performed at the Department of Orthopaedic Surgery of the 

University Medical Centre (UMC) Ljubljana (Ljubljana, Slovenia).  The new stems (after their expiry date) 

were investigated for comparison. Thirty stems of cementless hip endoprostheses that prematurely 

failed due to (i) aseptic loosening (10 implants), (ii) infection (10 implants) and (iii) latent infection (10 

implants) were selected. The interval between the primary hip replacement and the revision surgery 

was 36 to 239 months for aseptic loosening, 3 to 36 months for infection and 36 to 168 months for latent 

infection. The retrieved stems were ZM type from an unknown manufacturer, while the new ones were 

Smith and Nephew (London, UK) Ti6Al7Nb stems of cementless hip endoprostheses. The chemical 

compositions of the new and retrieved implants were determined by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and  

inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES); the surface chemistry and 

microstructure were analysed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) for morphology, energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) for the chemistry, and electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) for 

the phase analysis; Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for 

the surface chemistry; and electrochemical measurements for the corrosion. 

Conclusion The longevity of total hip prosthesis is limited by the generation of wear debris and its 

subsequent biological response in periprosthetic tissue. We found that the surfaces of all the 

investigated new and retrieved Ti6Al7Nb alloy stems are contaminated with retained corundum from 

the grit-blasted-surface procedure. We can conclude that the corundum particles possibly induce 

implant infection, besides aseptic loosening and intergranular or crevice corrosion. The microstructure 

of the new and retrieved implants is slightly different but still within the limits of the ASTM F-1295 

Ti6Al7Nb alloy standard, which we explain with different charges, different producers and different 

dates of production. Soon we will investigate these small microstructural differences. 
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Background: Gingival enlargement is a common complication in orthodontic treatment with fixed 

appliances. In addition to the mechanical removal of plaque with an ultrasonic cleaner, the antimicrobial 

photodynamic therapy can be used for gingival enlargement treatment. In order to objectively assess 

the change in the size of interdental papilla 3D technology was used. The effect of laser treatment on 

the surface properties of stainless steel (SS),   NiTi SMA alloy archwires and was studied. 

Methods: 21 subjects, 12 females and 9 males, aged 16,1 ± 3,5 years, wearing fixed orthodontic 

appliances for at least two years and diagnosed with clinically detectable gingival enlargement in the 

upper dental arch, were involved in the study. The “split-mouth” model was used, in which one side of  

upper dental arch was treated with UZ alone, while the combination of UZ and aFDZ was used on the 

other side. A periodontal probe was used to measure the periodontal pocket depth, while 3D imaging 

system (Rapidform 2006, Inus Technology, Japan) was used to evaluate the change in the size of the 

interdental papilla of our subjects at the beginning of the study (T0), at one week after treatment (T1), 

one month after treatment (T2) and three months after treatment (T3). In case of a normal distribution 

of variables, the parametric test for dependent samples was used to evaluate the differences between 

both areas, otherwise the nonparametric test was used. The statistical significance level p<0,05 was 

used. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used for the investigation of the formation of native 

passive film (TiO2) on NiTi alloy, and Cr2O3 thin oxide film on SS before and after laser treatment. 

 Results: The change in the size of interdental papilla was comparable in both treatment areas (p<0,05).  

Conclusion: The effectiveness of treating gingival enlargement either by using US alone or the 

combination with a PDT is not comparable, since no statistically significant decrease of gingival 

enlargement was noted.  
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Introduction The method of three-dimensional (3D) facial surface scanning is a clinical and a research 

tool of the modern craniofacial, plastic and forensic medicine. The method is precise and reliable, 

however several factors for potential errors are known. The main goal of our research is to find the effect 

of different factors that could influence the accuracy of the 3D scanning of facial surface. We are focusing 

on evaluation of the methods used, the effect of mimic and masticatory muscles and finally the influence 

of the changes of underlying bones structures on the soft tissue appearance. 

Methods Our last work was focused on posture of closed mouth, which for testees means closed lips. It 

does not however define the state of occlusion. Lower jaw of some testees is in its physiologic rest 

position (RP), whiles in the position of maximal intercuspation (MI) in others, which can greatly influent 

the facial scans. We compared the face with lower yaw in this two positions with cephalometric and 

regional analysis. 

Results  of cephalometric analysis showed that in comparison to the RP, in the MI position facial height 

especially those of the lower facial third are being significantly shortened. Results are confirmed with 

regional analysis. 

Discussion The errors of 3D scanning are partially known, but especially with the scanning of dynamic 

subjects such as facial surface there are many unknown factors. It is important to locate them and to 

know the velocity of their impact. With this study we confirmed the significant impact of lower jaw 

position on final image.  
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Introduction: Plasmapheresis or therapeutic plasma exchange (TPE) removes and replaces a patient’s 

blood plasma. It is used in the treatment of various autoimmune diseases to remove large amounts of 

disease-causing agents. TPE without plasma replacement results in coagulation factor removal. A 

prospective, observational study was conducted in patients undergoing TPE to assess the bleeding risk. 

Methods: We performed bedside test rotational thrombelastometry (ROTEM) before and after each 

TPE treament and compared it to standard coagulation tests. One plasma volume was exchanged each 

time. 

Results: 34 patients were treated with 74 TPE procedures. Results suggest higher bleeding risk after a 

single volume TPE with prolongation of INR from 0.96±0.1 to 1.37±0.2 (+43%) and aPTT from 

27.73±4.55 to 33.37±7.6 sec (+20%). INTEM, EXTEM and FIBTEM analysis revealed significantly 

prolonged clotting time, clot-formation time and reduced maximum clot firmness (Table). 

Discussion: Changes in ROTEM seem to be more pronounced than in standard coagulation tests. 

Differences seem to be most significant in clot-formation in EXTEM and INTEM which depend on 

platelet function, platelet count, as well as fibrinogen deficiency. 

Table. Coagulation parameters before and after TPE treatment 

 
Before TPE 

Mean±SD 

(min-max range) 

After TPE 

Mean±SD 

(min-max range) 

Percent Difference 

% 

INR 
0.96±0.10 

(0.82-1.27) 

1.37±0.20 

(1.04-2.02) 
43  

aPTT(sec) 
27.7±4.6 

(18.4–39.8) 

33,4±7,2 

(23.9–59.9) 
20  

EXTEM CT(sec) 
57.5±11.9 

(33.0–91.0) 

80.88±22.24 

(39.0–159.0) 
41  

EXTEM CFT(sec) 
100.7 ± 43.6 

(39.0–316.0) 

179.8±96.8 

(58.0–604.0) 
79  

EXTEM MCF(mm) 
58.8±7.8 

(33.0–79.0) 

46.34±7.91 

(31.0–67.0) 
-21  

INTEM CT(sec) 
153.1±34.7 

(62.0–279.0) 

171.2 ±39.8 

(76.0–286.0) 
12  

INTEM CFT(sec) 
90.1±42.3 

(35.0–306.0) 

175.5±102.8 

(52.0 – 654.0) 
95  

INTEM MCF(mm) 
59.1±8.8 

(34.0–97.0) 

46.47±7.25 

(31.0–66.0) 
-21  

FIBTEM CT(sec) 
55.73±23.87 

(28.0–222.0) 

375.8±684.02 

(16.0–3135.0) 
574  

FIBTEM MCF(mm) 
12.7±7.7 

(3.0–45.0) 

4.6± 3.1 

(0–14.0) 
-64 

Legend: INR-international normalized ratio;aPTT-activated prothrombin time;CT-coagulation time;CFT-clot-

formation time;MCF-maximum clot firmness;SD-standard deviation. 
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The surface of medical-grade stainless steel (SS) was modified by hydrothermal method with the aim to 

improve its biocompatibility and antibacterial activity. The surfaces of SS were analysed by scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM). Homogenous nanostructured surface of SS was obtained after 72h of 

treatment in basic medium with the addition of Ti precursor.  

Introduction: SS is one of the most sought after material for orthopaedic implants and cardiovascular 

stents applications due to its robust mechanical properties. But biofilm formation and corrosion on the 

surface of SS leads to a decrease in the biocompatibility of the material. Formation of nanostructures on 

the surface of SS would increase the resistance of material towards bacterial adhesion. These nanoscale 

SS surfaces enhance the physico-chemical properties of the surface ultimately increasing the 

antibacterial properties of the material. Our work focuses on obtaining titanium (Ti) nanostructures on 

the surface of SS using hydrothermal treatment. In this process, SS would be subjected to high 

temperature (2000C) in the presence of titanium isopropoxide which would facilitate the growth of Ti 

nanostructures on the surface.  

Methods:  An aqueous solution of Ti isopropoxide was prepared using dH2O and KOH to obtain the basic 

pH (12) of the solution. This medium was used for initiating the growth of Ti nanostructures on the 

surface of SS upon subjecting to high temperature. For this purpose, a furnace was used to maintain the 

higher temperature during the synthesis for desired time interval. Then as prepared aqueous solution 

of Ti isopropoxide was poured onto the cleaned SS discs and kept inside a teflon vessel so as to eliminate 

the chances of evaporating the initiating solution. This teflon vessel was sealed inside a stainless steel 

reactor to maintain the working temperature and avoiding any damage. This stainless steel reactor was 

kept inside furnace at the temperature of 2000C for different time intervals. Surface analysis of SS for 

different time interval (24, 48 and 72 hours) was done through SEM.  

Results: The results of SEM analysis show that hydrothermal treatment at longer exposure times enables 

formation of octahedral titanium oxide structures on the surface as presented in Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 1(d). 

Such surfaces could improve biological response and reduce bacterial adhesion on medical implants 

made of SS. 
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Fig. 1. SEM images of (a) Untreated polished       Fig. 2. Images of SS discs (a) Untreated polished 

stainless steel and SS discs treated with                (b) 24 hour treatment (c) 48 hour treatment 

Hydrothermal method for (b) 24 hour                      and (d) 72 hour treatment 

 (c) 48 hour and (d) 72 hour      

 

From the Figure 2 we can see that hydrothermal treatment of SS discs with Ti isopropoxide solution 

leads to the formation of white coloured coating on the surface of discs. This coating becomes more 

homogeneous as the SS discs are exposed to longer time intervals. SS disc treated for 72 hours (Fig. 2(d)) 

appears to have more uniform coating than the discs treated for 24 hours (Fig. 2(b)) and 48 hours (Fig. 

2(c)).  

Discussion: Hydrothermal treatment resulted in synthesis of micro-sized rods and nanoparticles. The 

layer of synthesized nanoparticles/rods on the surface of SS discs is homogenous on the 72 h treated 

sample. The optimization of the synthesis is required; various concentrations of Ti isopropoxide and the 

addition of the NaOH/KOH will be tested  
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 Introduction: Pulse Oximetry (PO) and Laser Doppler Fluxmetry (LDF) are non-invasive and unbiased 

diagnostic methods for the determination of tooth vitality by measuring pulpal blood perfusion. They 

offer an alternative to pulpal sensibility tests, which evaluate pulpal sensory function and do not provide 

a completely reliable basis for the diagnosis of pulpal state. The aim of the present study was to conduct 

vitality tests (PO, LDF) and conventional sensibility tests on permanent non-carious and carious teeth 

with different degrees of caries progression and compare their results in order to clarify the difference 

between tooth vitality and sensibility. 

Methods: The clinical cross-sectional study included 25 adult subjects (11 males, 14 females with mean 

age 40.9±15.1 years); each of them was presented with least one clinically evident carious lesion. Carious 

lesions were detected and assessed by one calibrated examiner using criteria of the International Caries 

Detection and Assessment System (ICDAS). Only teeth with no loss of periodontal support, without 

previous endodontic treatment and prosthetic restoration, were included in further measurements as 

follows: PO, cold sensibility testing, and electric sensibility testing. LDF was performed at a separate visit 

using an individually designed silicone probe holder. PO and LDF values of 230 tested teeth (carious and 

non-carious) were compared among groups with different ICDAS scores by one-way Analysis of Variance 

(ANOVA) and post-hoc Bonferroni's test; quality of agreement between sensibility and vitality tests was 

evaluated by Cohen's kappa statistic. 

Results: Quality of agreement between vitality and sensibility testing was fair to poor (κk < 0.40), the 

highest for electric and LDF test (κk = 0.35, p = 0.00) and the lowest for electric and PO test (κk = 0.05, p 

= 0.46). Carious teeth had significantly lower PO values than non-carious teeth (p = 0.046). Teeth with 

ICDAS score 6 had significantly lower PO and LDF values in comparison to other ICDAS groups (p < 0.05). 

PO readings also showed a gradual decline of oxygenation values in higher ICDAS scores, which was 

significantly pronounced only in incisors and canines.  

Discussion: PO and LDF proved useful in the evaluation of pulpal tissue function by enabling assessment 

of pulpal blood supply. Low level of agreement between sensibility and vitality testing confirms the 

thesis that further elucidation of their relations is needed. A therapist should apply a combination of 

diagnostic tests to improve reliability of clinical decisions  
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Introduction: Photobiomodulation (PBM) is a type of phototherapy with different modalities of light, 

such as low-power laser, light emitting diode (LED), halogen lights or other light sources. Its primary 

effect is not thermal, as it is mainly due to the light being absorbed within chromophores of exposed 

cells resulting in increased cell metabolism and improved immunologic response of the target tissue. 

Following hematopoietic stem cell transplantation a variety of complications, including chronic graft 

versus host disease (GVHD) occur, which affects also the oral cavity. Xerostomia is the most frequent 

symptom and it can cause considerable increase of caries risk. The aim of our study is to elucidate how 

PBM of salivary glands with polychromatic light or LED therapeutic light reduces caries risk factors in 

patients with high caries risk as a consequence of GVHD.  

Methods: In prospective randomised study with placebo 30 patients with GVHD and high caries risk 

according to Cariogram will be assigned into three groups. The patients of first group will be irradiated 

with polarized polychromatic non-coherent light (Bioptron AG, Switzerland), the second group with LED 

light (Ortholumm ML 5/1, Votan d.o.o., Slovenia) in continuous mode and the third group with same LED 

light in pulsed mode. In all patients light will be administered extra orally bilaterally on the parotid and 

submandibular glands for 10 minutes and intraorally on the sublingual glands for 5 minutes, 3 times a 

week, for 4 weeks in a row. Every patient's caries risk will be assessed according to Cariogram before 

the start of irradiation and at the end of therapy. Salivary caries risk factors will also be determined from 

saliva samples before the therapy, at the end of treatment and 4 weeks after the end of therapy. 

Preliminary results: PBM of salivary glands can reduce the amount of cariogenic bacteria in saliva, 

improve some salivary parameters and diminish the perception of dry mouth.  

In causative therapy of caries, PBM could not substitute the gold standard, but it addresses to one of 

the major risk factors, which gold standard of caries management cannot - saliva quality and its 

secretion. Our findings and research are directed to patients with dry mouth syndrome, who would 

mostly benefit from PBM as a supplementary or a preventive measure to help in decreasing caries risk. 

The study was approved by Republic of Slovenia National Medical Ethics committee (Nr. 0120-
400/2019/10). 
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The histological preparation of tooth samples are often very challenging due to the fact that there are 

both mineralized hard tissues and soft tissues such as dental pulp. Prior to routine processing, an 

extracted tooth is immersed in 10% buffered neutral formalin in order to insure a good preservation of 

the pulp tissue as well as to prevent the degradation of the soft tissue. To achieve the best penetration 

rate of the fixative, removal of the apical third of the root is advised. 

The aim of decalcification is to remove calcium salts from mineralized tissue using chemical solutions 

like acids or chelating agents, while preserving organic portions. Since the time taken to demineralize a 

whole uncut tooth can take up to about six months or more, many studies have attempted to reduce 

the time taken for demineralization of the teeth by modifying the method and the solutions involved in 

the demineralization process? Considering this downside of time consumption, alternative sectioning of 

whole tooth, after fixation, with diamond bur along the longitudinal axis of the tooth, can split the hard 

tissues in halves and provide immediate access to soft tissue of the pulp. 

The rate of decalcification and the effect of decalcifying agents on the tissue and its staining 

characteristics are two important parameters which influence the selection of decalcifying solutions. 

Though some agents remove the calcium ions completely and rapidly, they adversely affect the 

staining characteristics and may also damage the organic components. 

Types of decalcifying agents, mostly used in histological processing: 

Neutral ethylene diamine tetra acetic acid (EDTA), 5% nitric acid, Perenyi's fluid (10% nitric acid, 

0.5% chromic acid, absolute alcohol), formalin–nitric acid, 5% trichloracetic acid, hydrochloric acid, 10 - 

20% formic acid, Morse’s solution (20% sodium citrate + 50% formic acid). Combinations of mentioned 

solutions or their concentrations are also described in literature.  

Depending on the type of decalcification agents used in processing, different degrees of deterioration 
in the tissue structure and inadequacies of details by the histological stain may be observed. 
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Introduction: Chronic graft versus host disease (GVHD) affects patients after allogeneic hematopoetic 

stem cell transplantation. It involves many organ systems, including the oral cavity and salivary glands. 

The aim of our present study was to determine the effect of chronic GVHD and its treatment on factors 

of oral health and oral health related quality of life.  

Methods: This cross-sectional study included 23 patients diagnosed with chronic GVHD after allogenic 

hematopoetic stem cell transplantation. Saliva samples were collected from all patients and a clinical 

examination was performed to assess the number and the progression of carious lesions. Every patient's 

caries risk was assesed using a Cariogram according to the data collected from a general health and diet 

questionnaire. Patients' oral health related quality of life was assesed with The Oral Health Impact Profile 

(OHIP) questionnaire. The data was analysed with correlation analysis, two way analysis of variance and 

Bonferroni procedure as multiple-comparison-post-hoc-correction;  was set at 0,05.  

Results: Our study showed that higher doses of cyclosporine were significantly related to lower 

stimuated saliva flow and higher caries risk. Patients treated with a combination of cyclosporine and 

extracorporeal photopheresis (ECP) had less carious teeth and affected tooth surfaces than patients 

treated with ECP only as well as less tooth surfaces with non-cavitated carious lesions. Patients treated 

solely with ECP had more carious teeth and tooth surfaces than patients without ECP or cyclosporine 

therapy. Patients treated only with cyclosporine had more non-cavitated carious lesions than patients 

treated with a combination of cyclosporine and ECP. 

Discussion: Important acknowledgments were that cyclosporine therapy affects salivary flow and caries 
risk and that therapy with ECP affects both, the number and the development stage of carious lesions 
on teeth and tooth surfaces. 
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Introduction: The aim is to present contemporary three-dimensional 3dMD imaging system in the 
evaluation of early orthopaedic treatment of dentofacial deformity in the deciduous dentition.  
Methods: A 5-year-old patient with Class III malocclusion (T0) treated with a RME/face mask appliance 
(T1) followed by the modified FR-3 appliance (T2) is presented. Facial surface images were obtained 
using 3dMD system at T0, T1 and T2 and were superimposed. We obtained 3D images of facial surfaces 
using the stereophotogrammetry 3dMD system, which works on the principle of triangulation. The 
cameras simultaneously take a picture of the object from two angles, to get a triangle between the 
object and both cameras. The 3dMD system consists of three synchronized digital cameras on each side 
of the patient (one colour and two infrared). The computer calibrates the 3D coordinates of the 
morphology of both sides of the face. A main advantage is the scan time of 1.5 ms and is therefore also 
suitable for children, the accuracy is 0.5 mm.  

The 3D data were imported and processed in Rapidform® 2006 (Inus Technology Inc., Seoul, Korea). 
Prior to superimposition in the facial images were scaled to the same relative size. To evaluate the 1st 
stage of treatment the T1 as reference shell was scaled to the size of the T0 performed as original shell. 
To evaluate the 2nd stage of treatment the T2 as reference shell was scaled to the size of the T1 
performed as original shell. The scaled facial shells were then superimposed on corresponding original 
shells using the best-fit method, which is a least squares mathematical method, a built-in ICP algorithm 
of the software and a minimum overall distance between the faces. After the registration, a copy of the 
scaled reference shell was scaled back to its original size, with the origin remaining at the mid-
endocanthion. Qualitative and quantitative data on a colour map were obtained. The colour histograms 
and colour deviation map graphically illustrated the difference between facial shells. The regions that 
differed by no more than 0.5 mm were shown in black, blue colours highlight negative and red colours 
positive differences between the original and reference shell. 

Results: After the 1st stage of treatment, changes in the area of the lower facial third are presented. 
Before therapy at T0 the chin area is protruded and has moved backwards after therapy at T1 (Figure 1). 
After the 2nd second stage of treatment at T2, changes are seen in the area of the upper lip and chin, 
which have moved forward (Figure 2).  

Discussion: Early orthopaedic treatment influences soft tissue changes and appearance by intervening 
on hard tissues and teeth. Improving the facial appearance and proportions play an important role in 
the assessment the effectiveness and stability of orthodontic treatment. 

With the 3dMD technology the success of two-phase orthodontic treatment was evaluated. The most 
important technological advantage is the non-invasive character of the imaging method together with 
the accurate, easy to use and patient-friendly characteristics. It can be used in everyday clinical practice, 
both for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes, at any age, especially in small growing children and also 
for any technological improvement based on clinical use. 
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Figure 1: Superimposition of the Class III female faces at T0 (grey) and T1 (yellow); the chin area was 

protruded at T0 (red), the maximum difference in the chin area reached 1.5 mm. The chick area was 

retruded (blue). The percentages of concordance within 0.5 mm between facial shells reached 67 % 

(black).  

  

Figure 2 Superimposition of the Class III female faces at T1 (yellow) and T2 (brown); the upper lip and 

the chin area were retruded at T1 (blue). The chick area was protruded (red). The percentages of 

concordance within 0.5 mm between facial shells reached 64 % (black).  
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Introduction During orthodontic treatment, excessive forces have been associated with undesirable 
reactions and side effects, including bone hyalinization, root resorption, pain, patient discomfort, and 
anchorage loss. Orthodontic miniscrews have been introduced as temporary anchorage devices (TADs) 
in order to allow tooth movement while avoiding strain on adjacent teeth. In current clinical orthodontic 
practice, TADs are widely used for mesial or distal movement of teeth, anterior retraction or protraction 
of teeth, intrusion or extrusion of teeth, correction of midlines, transversal problems, open bite or deep 
bite, skeletal anchorage for mandibular or maxillary advancement, and several other specialized cases. 
In special cases, TADs, also known as orthodontic miniscrews, can be used as an alternative to 
orthognathic surgery. 
Materials used in the oral cavity must be nontoxic and biocompatible, have good mechanical properties, 
and be able to resist corrosion. The most common metals and alloys used in dentistry can be exposed 
to a process of corrosion in vivo that makes them cytotoxic; therefore, the biocompatibility of these 
materials must be studied before their use. The aim of the study is to evaluate alloy characteristics of 
new and in-vivo exposed miniscrews (TADs). 
Methods: A girl was referred in 2018 by general dentist. She was missing 4 second permanent premolars 
(Figure 1). Instead of preparing space for implants and waiting until she is old enough for them, we 
decided to extract her deciduous teeth and close the space, based on the fact that she is not missing her 
third molars. In upper jaw we decided to close space with sliding mechanics, because she had proclined 
upper incisors. Tooth movement is easier in upper jaw, due to bone characteristics and can be done with 
lower forces.  In lower jaw on the other hand, we did not want sliding mechanics to have negative effect 
on lower incisors. This led us to decision to use TAD s as anchorage for sliding mechanics (Figure 2). We 
used two miniscrews made of titanium, 8 mm in length (Figure 3).  
Discussion The titanium dioxide layer over the miniscrew surface is both directly and indirectly related 
to a second means of biocompatibility: the release of toxic metal ions. Any metal or alloy that is 
implanted directly into the oral cavity, much like TADs, is a potential source for toxicity. Patients may 
have negative reactions, such as inflammation or necrosis of the oral mucosa, gingiva, or alveolar bone. 
These reactions are highly correlated with the stability of the TiO2 film layer. The passivation layer of the 
orthodontic miniscrews has different compositions depending on the brand, as well as the depth 
analyzed. The elements found in miniscrews are mainly C, O, and Ti but also other metals in small 
amounts such as Aluminium (Al), Vanadium (V), and Chromium (Cr), are found too. The small 
percentages of both Aluminium and Vanadium atoms in the alloy are potentially toxic because of the 
corrosion fatigue that miniscrews experience in bodily fluids. 
Conclusion In vitro studies demonstrated potential release of toxic metal ions, as TADs may change the 
surface characteristics in bodily fluids. Therefore, in vivo studies are mandatory in order to evaluate 
miniscrews corrosion in presence of biofilm in the oral cavity. 
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Figure 1. A girl patient missing four second permanent premolars. 
 
 

Figure 2. Patient in orthodontic treatment with fixed appliance after extraction of the two lower 

deciduous molars. Two miniscrews (TADs) were placed  between the first premolars. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Miniscrews used in presented case. Forestadent, OrthoEasy 8 x 1,7 mm, made of Ti-6Al-4V (Ti 

grade 5). Self-cutting and self-drilling thread (no pilot hole necessary). 
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Introduction: Contemporary technology in the assessment of jaw morphology has significantly replaced 

conventional diagnostic methods using intraoral scanning. Digitalized study models allow linear and 

compound three-dimensional (3D) jaw morphology and measurements. Several studies advocate the 

use of compound 3D tools of jaw morphology traits as replacement for linear measurements for 

scientific and clinical use. There is only limited evidence of reliability of compound 3D measures in 

relation to linear measurements. 

Aim: The aim of the study is to evaluate and compare the reliability of linear and compound three-

dimensional dental study model measurements in growing children.   

Methods: Upper jaw morphology assessment was performed in 40 children, by two independent, 

calibrated examiners. Linear transverse dimension was measured between the first deciduous molars 

and first permanent molars using Dolphin Imaging software (Dolphin Imaging management solutions, 

Chatsworth, CA, USA), while for the compound 3D measurements the reverse modelling software 

package Rapidform (Rapidform, INUS Technology Inc, Seoul, Korea) was used. To obtain the jaw surface 

area, gingival projection plane and jaw volume the boundaries were defined. The gingival plane was 

defined by connecting the most apical points of the dentogingival junction, distal plane was defined by 

connecting the most distal point of each upper first molar, perpendicular to the gingival plane. Palatal 

surface (P), gingival projection plane (GP) and volume (V) of the palate were then calculated. Data was 

statistically analysed by using the SPSS statistics software (IBM SPSS Statistics 22, USA). Reliability 

analysis was performed on a subset of 40 samples randomly chosen and assessed at two different time 

points by two examiners. Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was used with 99% confidence interval 

(CI) and absolute agreement, two-way mixed effects model was chosen for inter-rater reliability and 

two-way random effects model for intra-rater reliability.  
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Results:  The ICC for the linear measurement was good to excellent for intra-rater reliability (0.93 

(0.85-0.97)  and inter-rater reliability (0.93 (0.85-0.97), while the ICC for 3D method – palatal surface 

(0.99 (0.98-0.99), gingival projection plane (0.98 (0.95-0.99) and volume (0.99 (0.99-0.99) was 

excellent for the intra-rater as well as for the inter-rater reliability (palatal surface  0.97 (0.93-0.99), 

gingival projection plane 0.97 (0.92-0.99) and volume 0.99 (0.98-0.99).  

Conclusion: Our study confirms advantages of contemporary technologies in the assessment of upper 

jaw morphology and has shown to be highly reliable and is therefore proposed for clinical use in 

clinical practice. 
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There are many reasons and theories covering the problem of aseptic loosening of endoprostheses. (particle disease, 

cement, polyethylene, metal, ceramic, micromotion, stress shielding, high fluid pressure, individual or genetic 

variations, sealed interface). There is another issue that might add up to the already known causes of implant 
failures. The femoral part of the hip endoprosthesis is quite a large piece of metal. Unfortunately it exhibits a very 
distinctive acoustic resonance very much comparable to the music fork. Sonic energy enters the system through 
excitation and is dissipated through damping. In our case the mechanical system represents the femoral part of 
the hip implant. Once inserted, the sonic energy enters the implant through the human body the sonic energy is 
dissipated through the implant/bone interface. The standing waves produce different oscillating amplitudes at 
different places of a femoral hip endoprosthesis (red colour represents high amplitude while the dark blue colour 
represents low amplitude. Since the endoprosthesis is mounted in a bone tissue, the same places in a bone are 
being constantly subjected to grinding. The rough surface of endoprosthesis which is purposefully being roughened 
in order to provide better osseointegration, due to the vibration, effectively grinds the bone.  Another problem 
that was revealed by the simulation is that the endoprosthesis actually sways because of the sonic resonance. The 
phenomenon is extremely interesting one and might additionally worsen the conditions in the implant / bone 
interface. 

 

 

Sonogram of a femoral part of hip 
endoprosthesis. Resonance peak (2323Hz) 
followed by several higher harmonic peaks. 

Simulated standing waves of the oscillated femoral 
endoprosthesis at 2323 Hz. The colour represents the relative 
amplitude of the oscillation. 

 
Highlights 

• Femoral parts of the hip endoprosthesis exhibit a very distinctive and narrow sonic resonance with one 
major resonance frequency followed by several higher harmonics.  

• Results clearly show that, due to the geometry and the used material, the observed endoprostheses have 
a very distinctive sonic resonance characteristic. 

• The resonance is excited by the sound coming from outside (or inside) of the human body and from body’s 
movement.  

• The energy of the endoprosthesis resonance is dissipated through the endoprosthesis – bone interface.  

• A long-term exposure to the resonance oscillations might contribute to other causes of aseptic loosening 
of endoprostheses. 

• The only reasonable solution to avoid resonance seems to be the 3D printed internally porous titanium 
alloy implant with non-porous surface. Such structure does not have a distinctive resonance frequency.  
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Background: The current trend of bone and joint replacements suggests the need for a higher quality of 

implants in the future. Autoimmune and degenerative diseases contribute to a large part of the need 

for implants [1]. Allografts and autografts are not readily available, and as such, synthetic implants are 

in great demand [2]. Hip and knee joint replacements are among the most frequent procedures [3]. 

Wear of implants, bone tissue breakdown, infections and other complications can cause implant failure. 

Even total hip athroplasty which is one of the most successful types of surgery to date requires a high 

frequency of revision surgeries [4]. Implant materials have come a long way since the first half of the 

20th century with titanium currently being among the most promising materials used [5]. Further 

improvements in implant materials are required to increase success rates and decrease complications 

of orthopaedic procedures. Implant materials must mimic natural bone tissue as closely as possible in 

order to offer the best biochemical and mechanical compatibility [1,2]. Different applications call for 

different use of materials and alterations such as the use of porous alloys for bone ingrowth, wear 

resistant alloys for permanent implantation, biocompatibility enchancing coatings for prevention of 

immune response, polymer coatings for preventing wear from metal-to-metal contact, and so on 

[1,3,5,6,7]. A team of researchers at the Institute of Metals and Technology in Slovenia analysed implants 

made from three different materials and after different durations of use [3]. 

 

Figure 1: Secondary electron and backscattered electron images of microstructuresof  implants  [3] 

 

Materials:Implants prepared for SEM, EDS, EBSD, AES and XPS analyses are noted below [3]. 
Ti-6Al-4V implant after 3 months of use Ti-6Al-7Nb implant – unused Co-Cr-Mo implant after 22 years of 
use 
Results: In accordance with expectations, SEM, EDS and EBSD analyses confirmed the presence of both 
α and β phases in microstructures of both titanium alloys. There were two different phases present 
within the cobalt based alloy microstructure. The first one was a lower atomic weight Cr23C6 phase with 
notable reductions in chromium concentrations around its precipitates. The second one was a higher 
atomic weight phase rich in molybdenum. AES and XPS analyses showed that the Ti-6Al-4V and Ti-6Al-
7Nb alloys had a 7 nm and 5 nm thick oxide layer respectively with both consisting of mostly TiO2. Co-
Cr-Mo oxide layer was the thinnest at 2 nm and consisted of mostly Cr2O3 [3]. 
Conclusions: Ti-6Al-4V after 3 months of use and unused Ti-6Al-7Nb titanium alloys, as expected, 
consisted of both α and β morphological phases. The lower atomic weight Cr23C6 phase precipitates of 
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the Co-Cr-Mo alloy appeared to deprive their surroundings of chromium. Analysed titanium alloys 
appeared to form thicker oxide layers than the analysed cobalt based alloy with that of Ti-6Al-4V forming 
the thickest layer of all [3]. 
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Background: Implantology is the second oldest dental profession, after maxillofacial surgery. Dental implants are 
one of the most desirable dental replacement solutions in modern dental medicine. Dental implants consist of: [1, 
2, 3]. On top of the fixture we can put an abutment which supports the dental prosthesis, as seen on picture 1 [3].  

 
 
Fig.1: Parts of dental implants [3]   

 
 
Fig.2 Dental implant in place of the first upper left incisor [10]  
 

 

It is important to choose the right implant based on bone volume, location, patient's problems, allergic reactions, 
shape of the bone, prosthetic plan, etc. The goal of each dental implant is to support the dental prosthesis which 
is achieved by osseointegration after insertion into the bone. Osseointegration depends on physical and chemical 
nature of the surface, the thickness of oxide layer, roughness, impurities and metals and non metals on the surface. 
Osteoblasts prefer a rough surface for the osseointegration process. Roughness of the dental implant is acchieved 
by sandblasting, etching or argon plasma treatment. Therefore, we choose materials that are osteoconductive, 
biocompatible, bio-inert and bioactive. They also need a low modulus of elasticity (18 Gpa) For better 
osseointegration and faster healing, we can also preatreat the patients bone with platelet rich plasma (from 
patients own blood). [1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The most used biocompatible materials are [1] : metals and alloys, polymers 
and ceramics Dental implants can be prefabricated or manufactured individually. Using a calibrated digital x-ray 
image, the dental technicians can model the individual dental implant, which is then 3D printed and later inserted 
into the jaw [9].  
Materials: (i)Materials for the fixation:  Titanium (alpha/ betha, cpTi or Ti6Al4V6)   Cobalt, Chrom Molibden, 
Chromium, iron and nickel, Ceramics (zirconium oxide)  Polymers, (ii) Materials for abutments: Titanium, Gold, 
Stainless steel, Zirconium dioxide stabilised with yttrium, PEEK/bioHPP , (iii) Dental prosthesis: Fixed: crown and 
bridges (cemented or screwed), Removable: dentures (clipped or snapped Conlsusions  We have found that 
titanium implants are most suitable for the premolar and molar region because of their good mechanical 
properties, whereas zirconium oxide implants are desirable in the frontal areas due to aesthetic requirements. 
Appropriate surface roughness and coating are also of great importance for osseointegration, which can be 
supported through special preparations such as platelet rich plasma coating. The most promising technique for 
making dental implant parts is 3D printing. 
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